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Trials & Tests are Inevitable
أََ=ِ>َ: ا4&%0/ُس أَْن *ُ&'7َُ8ْ#ا أَْن *5َُ#4ُ#ا آ1َ&%0/ َوُ-ْ, َ+ *ُ(ْ&'َ&%ُ#َن

Means to Attain Sabr
َ@ِة ۚ  0A48ِْ َواB& 0A4/&Cِ ا#ُ%&D&Eَِ'&Fْآ1َ&%ُ#ا ا Gَ*Hِ04ا /&IَJ*َأ /&َ*

Case Study : Battle of Uhud
*َ/ أَ*IَJ/ اGَ*Hِ04 آ1َ&%ُ#ا ا8ُBِRْوا َو8ُCِ/Rَوا َورَاPCُِ#ا َوا5ُ0M#ا اKُِL&ْ)ُM ,ْNُ0LEَ4َ َ0O#َن

Background to the Battle of Uhud
8ُNُSَْM ,ْNَُّL&Eَ4َ Uَوَن َّL&45َُّ#ا اM/&َV ۖ Yٌ B&Cِ Uَُْ[ٍر َوأَ]ْ&&'ُْ, أَِذ4َّ َّL&47َُ8ُ, اAََ[ ]ْ5َ4ََو

Activities : Deriving Lessons



SESSION 1: Trials and Tests are Inevitable

OBJECTIVES
1. Realise the fact that we have been created to be tested.
2. Know the meaning of the individual key terms.
3. Approach challenges and tests with a positive attitude.

Introductory Points:

a. The name of this surah.

b. The period of revelation and context of this surah.
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Hasiba:  :َ<ِ=َ

Fatana:  ^V

Dawah Perspectives:

1. Dawah challenges and obstacles are inevitable opportunities.

2. Make sure you explain the ‘purpose of life’ to your guests at an open day.

Alif, Laam, Meem (1) 
Do the people think that they will be left to say, "We believe" and they will not be tried? (2)
But We have certainly tried those before them, and Allah will surely make evident those who are truthful, 
and He will surely make evident the liars. (3)

أََ=ِ>َ: ا4&%0/ُس أَْن *ُ&'7َُ8ْ#ا أَْن *5َُ#4ُ#ا آ1َ&%0/ َوُ-ْ, َ+ *ُ(ْ&'َ&%ُ#َنا4,
_َCِِذ/Nَ4ْ0 اG َ̀ LَEَْD4َا َو#aُ]َRَ Gَ*Hِ040ُ اO0 اG َ̀ LَEَْDLََV ۖ ,ْIِِL&ْB&aَ Gْ1ِ Gَ*Hِ040/ ا%&َ'&َV ]ْ5َ4ََو

(١)(٢)

(٣)
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Sabaqah: eBF

Yarjoo: #fُ8*

Dawah Perspectives:

1. Never be put down by those opposing your dawah efforts.

2. Aim for Ihsaan.

Or do those who do evil deeds think they can outrun [i.e., escape] Us ? Evil is what they judge. (4)
Whoever should hope for the meeting with Allah – indeed, the term [decreed by] Allah is coming. And He is 
the Hearing, the Knowing. (5) And whoever strives only strives for [the benefit of ] himself. Indeed, Allah is 
Free from need of the worlds. (6) And those who believe and do righteous deeds – We will surely remove 
from them their misdeeds and will surely reward them according to the best of what they used to do. (7)

#َن ُ̀ NُKَْ* /1َ َء/Fَ ۚ /َ[#5ُBِ<َْ* ِت أَْن/َi&jD Lُ#َن ا4>0 َ̀ Eَْ* Gَ*Hِ04أَْم َ=ِ>َ: ا
,ُDِL&Eَ4ْا ُlD ِ̀ Gْ1َ 7َ/َن *fُْ8َ# 5َِ4/َء اoَِV ِ0Oن0 أnَfََ اmَ ِ0Oٍت ۚ َوُ-َ# ا4>0

_َِpَ/Eَ4ْا Gِqَ rs%ِtَ4َ َ0Oإِن0 ا ۚ Uِ<ِْ)َ%&ِ4 ]ُ-ِ/vَُ* / َ̀ 0[oَِV ]َ-َ/fَ Gْ1ََو
Lُ#َن َ̀ Eَْ* ي 7َ/]ُ#اHِ04ا Gَ<َ=َْأ ,ْIُ0%&َ*xِvَْ%&4ََو ,ْIِMِ/َi&jDFَ ,ْIُْ%&qَ 08َنj)Nَُ%&4َ ِت/Kَِ4/ 0A4ا ا#Lُ ِ̀ qَآ1َ&%ُ#ا َو Gَ*Hِ04َوا

(٤)

(٥)

(٦)

(٧)
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Dawah Perspectives:

1. Respect and honour your parents but do not confuse this with disobedience of Allah.

2. Individual accountability.

And We have enjoined upon man goodness to parents. But if they endeavour to make you associate with 
Me that of which you have no knowledge, do not obey them. To Me is your return, and I will inform you 
about what you used to do. (8)  And those who believe and do righteous deeds – We will surely admit them 
among the righteous [into Paradise]. (9)

 0s4َِإ ۚ / َ̀ IُEْPُِM @ََV ,ٌLْqِ UِCِ }َ4َ ~َْD4َ /1َ sCِ 8َِكSُْ'&ِ4 اَك]َ-َ/fَ َوإِْن ۖ /ً%&<ْ=ُ Uِْ*]َِ4ا#َCِ َن/<َْ[ ِÅْا /َ%&ْD 0Rَوَو
Lُ#َن َ̀ EَْM ,ُْ'&ْ%&7ُ / َ̀ Cِ ,ْNُُi&jB&َ[ُÇ&&َV ,ْNُEُfِْ81َ_َKِِ4/ 0A4ا sVِ ,ْIُ0%&LَÉِ]ُْ%&4َ ِت/Kَِ4/ 0A4ا ا#Lُ ِ̀ qَآ1َ&%ُ#ا َو Gَ*Hِ04َوا (٨)(٩)

 ْGiِ4ََو ِ 0Oَاِب اH&Eَ7َ ا4&&%0&/ِس Yََ%&&ْ'&&Vِ nَEَfَ ِ 0Oا sVِ ذَا أُوِذَيoَِV ِ 0O/&Cِ /0%1َ5َُ&#ُل آ* Gْ1َ ا4&&%0&/ِس Gَ1َِو
_َِpَ/&Eَ4ْوِر ا]ُRُ sVِ /& َ̀ Cِ ,َLَqَْÇ&&Cِ ُ 0Oا ~َْD&4َأََو ۚ ,ْNُEَ1َ /&0%&&7ُ /&0[ِ0 إG4ُ#5َُD&4َ }َjCَر Gْ1ِ 8ٌAَْ[ َء/&fَ

_َ5ِVِ/َ%&ُpْ0 اG َ̀ LَEَْD4َآ1َ&%ُ#ا َو Gَ*Hِ040ُ اO0 اG َ̀ LَEَْD4ََو
(١٠)

(١١)
And of the people are some who say, "We believe in Allah," but when one [of them] is harmed for [the cause 
of ] Allah, they consider the trial [i.e., harm] of the people as [if it were] the punishment of Allah. But if victory 
comes from your Lord, they say, "Indeed, We were with you." Is not Allah most knowing of what is within the 
breasts of the worlds [i.e., all creatures]? (10) And Allah will surely make evident those who believe, and He will 
surely make evident the hypocrites. (11)



(١٢)
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Dawah Perspectives:

1. Sunnah of Allah: Sifting of the true believers from the Munaafiqoon.

2. Use of laam maftooh and nun mushaddad.

 G&1ِ _َL&1ِ/&K&Cِ ,&-ُ /&17ُ&, َو/&*/&P&Éَ n& ِ̀ K&َ%&&4َو /&%&LَD&B&Fَ ا#EBِ0Mآ1َ%ُ#ا ا Gَ*H&0Lِ4 7َ&(8َوا Gَ*H&04َل ا/&aَو
sâَ G&1ِ ,&-ُ/&*/&P&Éٍَء ۖ إِ]N&4َ ,&Iُ0&/ِذC&#َن

&/ 7&/]#ا *َ&(&&'8َوَن ّ̀ qَ Yِ1َ/&D&5ِ40 *َ#َم اG4َُÇ&&<&ُD&4ََو ۖ ,&Iِِ4/&5&äَأ َl1َ +ً/&5&äََوأ ,&Iُ4َ/&5&äَ0 أGLُ ِ̀ K&َD&4ََو
(١٢)

(١٣)

Dawah Perspectives:

1. Do not be fooled by the enemies of Allah.

2. Sadaqah jaariya.

And those who disbelieve say to those who believe, "Follow our way, and we will carry your sins." But they 
will not carry anything of their sins. Indeed, they are liars. (12)  But they will surely carry their [own] burdens 
and [other] burdens along with their burdens, and they will surely be questioned on the Day of Resurrection 
about what they used to invent. (13)



SESSION 2:  Means to Attain Sabr

OBJECTIVES
1. Explore different ayat from the Quran on the subject.
2. Learn how to attain and maintain steadfastness in challenging situations.
3. Start to create a personal development plan in order to remain steadfast. 

Introductory Points:

a. The connection with the previous session.

c. The main objective behind this selection of ayaat.
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َ@ِة ۚ  0A48ِْ َواB& 0A4/&Cِ
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Lessons Learnt:

1. A purposeful life will inevitable face challenges.

2. Remember Allah and the reality of this life & the hereafter in times of difficulty.

 PART 1: Seek Assistance through Sabr & Salah.  (al-Baqarah : Ayat 153 -157)

(١٥٣) Gَ*8ِCِ/& 0A4ا َl1َ َ 0Oِة ۚ إِن0 ا@َ 0A48ِْ َواB& 0A4/&Cِ ا#ُ%&D&Eَِ'&Fْآ1َ&%ُ#ا ا Gَ*Hِ04ا /&IَJ*َأ /َ*

O you who have believed, seek help through patience and prayer. Indeed, Allah is with the patient. the All-
Holy, the All-Mighty, the All-Wise.  (153) And do not say about those who are killed in the way of Allah, "They 
are dead." Rather, they are alive, but you perceive [it] not. (154)  And We will surely test you with something 
of fear and hunger and a loss of wealth and lives and fruits, but give good tidings to the patient,  (155)  Who, 
when disaster strikes them, say, "Indeed we belong to Allah, and indeed to Him we will return."  (156) Those 
are the ones upon whom are blessings from their Lord and mercy. And it is those who are the guided. (157)

ِ أ1ََْ#اٌت ۚ nَْC أَْ=&Dَ&/ٌء َو8ُEُSَْM +َ GْNَِٰ4وَن 0Oا nِD&BِFَ sVِ nَُ'&5ُْ* Gَْpِ 5َُ#4ُ#اM +ََو
Gَ*8ِCِ/ 0A48ِ ا jSَC8َاِت ۗ َو َ̀ 0ç&4َوا ~ُِ)ْ[َéْ1ََْ#اِل َواéْا Gَ1ِ èٍ5َْ[عِ َو#vُ4ِْف َوا#ْíَ4ْا Gَ1ِ ٍْءsSَCِ ,ْNُ0[#َLُْB&َ%&4ََو

إِ]0&/ إUِْD&4َِ َراEُfِ&#َن ِ َو َ jO /&0[ِ4ُ#ا إ/&aَ YٌَB&D&Aِ1ُ ,ْIُْ'&َC/&Rََإِذَا أ Gَ*Hِ04ا

(١٥٤)

(١٥٥)

(١٥٦)

Yٌ ۖ َوأُوiَِٰ4َ{ ُ-ُ, اIُْpْ&'َُ[وَن َ̀ (١٥٧)أُوLَRَ ,ْIِْDLَqَ }َiَِٰ4َ#اٌت Gْ1ِ َرIِjCْ, َورَْ=
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Lessons Learnt:

1. Daily tilawah of Quran is a MUST.

2. Salah encompasses many types of Dhikr.

 PART 2: Dhikr of Allah.  (al-Ankabuth : Ayat 45)

 ۗ 8ِNَْ%&&ُpِْء َوا/&SَKَْ)&4ْا Gِqَ ٰìIَْ%&&َM َة@َ 0A4ةَ ۖ إِن0 ا@َ 0A4ا ِ,&&aَِِب َوأ/َ'Nِ4ْا Gَ1ِ }َْD&4َِإ َs=ِ1َ&/ أُو nُْMا
ُ *Eَُ%&&AَْM /&1َ ,ُLَEَْ&#َن 0O8َُ ۗ َواB&7َْأ ِ 0O8ُ7ْ اHِ4ََو

Recite, [O Muḥammad], what has been revealed to you of the Book and establish prayer. Indeed, prayer 
prohibits immorality and wrongdoing, and the remembrance of Allah is greater. And Allah knows that which 
you do.  (45)

(٤٥)
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And recite, [O Muḥammad], what has been revealed to you of the Book of your Lord. There is no changer of 
His words, and never will you find in other than Him a refuge. (27) And keep yourself patient [by being] with 
those who call upon their Lord in the morning and the evening, seeking His face. And let not your eyes pass 
beyond them, desiring adornments of the worldly life, and do not obey one whose heart We have made 
heedless of Our remembrance and who follows his desire and whose affair is ever [in] neglect. (28)                 
And say, "The truth is from your Lord, so whoever wills – let him believe; and whoever wills – let him 
disbelieve." Indeed, We have prepared for the wrongdoers a fire whose walls will surround them. And if they 
call for relief, they will be relieved with water like murky oil, which scalds [their] faces. Wretched is the drink, 
and evil is the resting place. (29)

Lesson Learnt:

1. Good companionship is a great blessing which must be actively sought.

2. Good influences will strengthen your resolve to convey the truth.

 PART 3: Dawah & Good Companionship.  (al-Kahf : Ayat 27-29)

&/UِMِ َوv&&َM Gْ4ََِ[ Gْ1ِ ُدوِ]Kََ'&&Lْ1ُ Uًِ[ا َ̀ ِL&Nَِ4 َلj]َB&1ُ +َ ۖ }َjC7ِ'َ/ِب َر Gْ1ِ }َْD&4َِإ َs=ِ1َ&/ أُو nُْMَوا
 ْ,Iُْ%&qَ َك/&َ%&ْD&qَ ]ُEَْM +ََو ۖ UُIَfْ8ُِ*ُ[وَن َو* jsSِEَ4ْاِة َوا]َtَ4ْ/&Cِ ,ْIُ0Cَن َر#&qُ]َْ* Gَ*Hِ04ا َl1َ }َ<َْ)&َ[ 8ْBِRَْوا
/ًï8ُُV ُاهُ و7ََ&/َن أ8ُ1َْه#َ-َ َlَB&0Mَوا /&َ[ِِذ87ْ Gْqَ UَُB&Lْaَ /&َ%&Lَْ)&óَْأ Gْ1َ ْlPُِM +ََو ۖ /َDْ[J]4ِة ا/&َD&Kَ4ْا Yََ%&*ِز ]ُ*8ُِM

 ْ,IِCِ ًرا أََ=&/َط/&َ[ _َِpِ/&0ö&L&ِ4 /&َ[]َْ'&qَْ8ُْ ۚ إِ]0&/ أ)NَْD&LَْV َء/&âَ Gْ1ََو Gْ1ِõُْD&LَْV َء/&âَ Gْ َ̀ َV ۖ ,ْNُjCَر Gْ1ِ JeKَ4ْا nِaَُو
/5ًَ)&َM8ْ1ُ َءْت/&Fَ8َاُب َو 0S4ا ~َْi&Cِ ۚ َه#fُ#ُ4ْي ا#ِSَْ* nِIُْpْ/&7َ ٍء/& َ̀ Cِ ا#ُä/&tَُ* ا#ُç&D&tَِ'&<َْ* إِْن 8َFُاِدIَaُ&/ ۚ َو

(٢٧)

(٢٨)

(٢٩)
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And those who strive for Us – We will surely guide them to Our ways. And indeed, Allah is with the doers of 
good. (69)

Lessons Learnt:

1. Group feedback:

2. Group reflections:

َ_&%ِ<ِKُْ pْا َlَ pَ َ 0Oإِن0 ا &&%َ&/ ۚ َو َL&ُB&Fُ ,ْIُ0%&& َ*]ِIَْ%&& َ4 /&َ%&&D& Vِ ُوا]&-َ/&fَ Gَ*Hِ َوا04
 PART 4: Strive with Ihsaan.  (al-Ankabuth : Ayat 69)

(٦٩)



SESSION 3: Background to the Battle of Uhud

OBJECTIVES
1. Learn the historic context of the battle.
2. Understand the events leading up to the battle.
3. Create a vivid picture of the incident and the emotions of the parties involved.

Introductory Points:

a. Historic Context

Quranic Framework Course                                                                                       QFCP5
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b. Preparations and the Buildup to the Battle of Uhud
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SESSION 4: Case Study - Battle of Uhud

OBJECTIVES
1.Learn the main tafseer of the ayaat.
2.Understand the individual terms and concepts.
3.Learn from the lessons and advice in the surah in order to motivate us to tawaasee bis Sabr.

Sequence of Events at Uhud
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And [remember] when you, [O Muhammad], left your family in the morning to post the believers at their 
stations for the battle and Allah is Hearing and Knowing. (121)  When two parties among you were about to 
lose courage, but Allah was their ally; and upon Allah the believers should rely. (122) 

 PART 1. Surah al-e-IMRAN Ayat 121 - 129.

,ٌD&ِL&qَ ٌlD& ِ̀ Fَ Uُ َّL&45ِ&&'َ&/ِل ۗ َواLِْ4 ]َqِ/&5َ1َ GَD&%ِ1ِõْ ُ̀ إِذْ óََ[ْوَت Gْ1ِ أَْ-&B&ُM }َِLَّ#ِئُ ا4ْ َو
1ِõْ&&%ُ&#َن ُ̀ nِ ا4ْ َّ7َ#َ'&&َD&LَْV Uِ َّL&4ا ìLَqََو ۗ /& َ̀ IُُّD&ِ4َو Uُ َّL&4َوا /&LَSَْ)&َM أَْن ,ْNُْ%&&1ِ ِن/&َ'&&َ)&ùِ/&َï ûْ َّ إِذْ َ-̀&

8ُNُSَْM ,ْNَُّL&Eَ4َ Uَوَن َّL&45َُّ#ا اM/&َV ۖ Yٌ B&Cِ Uَُْ[ٍر َوأَ]ْ&&'ُْ, أَِذ4َّ َّL&47َُ8ُ, اAََ[ ]ْ5َ4ََو
GَD&ِ4َx&ْ%&&1ُ YِNَùِ/&Lَ َ̀ &[7َُّْ, َرYَِä/&Lََç&&Cِ ,ْNُُّC آ4َ&/ٍف Gَ1ِ ا4ْ ِ̀ GَD&%ِ1ِõْ أNَُD&)ِNَْ* Gْ4ََْ, أَْن *ُ ُ̀ Lِْ4 5َُ&#ُلM ْإِذ

GَD1ِِ#ّ<َ1ُ YِNَùِ/Lَ َ̀ َ>Yِ آ4َ/ٍف Gَ1ِ ا4ْ ْ̀ íَCِ ,ْNُُّCْد7ُْ, َر]ِ ْ̀ Hَا *ُ ìLََCٰ ۚ إِْن 8ُBِAَْMوا َوMَ'5َُّ#ا َو*َ&&V Gْ1ِ ,ْ7ُ#ُMْÇَْ#رِِ-ْ, -َٰ
ِ,&D&NِKَ4ْا xِ*xِEَ4ْا UَِّL&4ا ]ِْ%&qِ Gْ1ِ /&َّ4ِ8ُ إAَّْ%&4َو1َ&/ ا ۗ UِCِ ,ْNُُC#&Lُaُ َّG&iِ َ̀ ْP&َ'&ِ4َو ,ْNُ4َ 8َٰىSُْC /&َّ4ِإ UَُّL&4ا UُLَEَfَ /&1ََو

GَD&Bِùِ/&Éَ ا#ُB&ِL&5َْ%&&َD&َV ,ْIَُ'&&BِNَْ* 7َ&(8َُوا أَْو Gَ*Hَِّ4ا Gَ1ِ /&ًV8ََï َlَP&5َْD&ِ4
And already had Allah given you victory at Badr while you were few in number. Then fear Allah ; perhaps you 
will be grateful. (123) [Remember] when you said to the believers, "Is it not sufficient for you that your Lord 
should reinforce you with three thousand angels sent down? (124)  Yes, if you remain patient and conscious 
of Allah and the enemy come upon you [attacking] in rage, your Lord will reinforce you with five thousand 
angels having marks. (125) And Allah made it not except as [a sign of ] good tidings for you and to reassure 
your hearts thereby. And victory is not except from Allah , the Exalted in Might, the Wise (126)  That He might 
cut down a section of the disbelievers or suppress them so that they turn back disappointed. (127)

(١٢١)

(١٢٢)

(١٢٣)

(١٢٤)

(١٢٥)

(١٢٦)

(١٢٧)
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Not for you, [O Muhammad, but for Allah ], is the decision whether He should [cut them down] or forgive 
them or punish them, for indeed, they are wrongdoers. (128) And to Allah belongs whatever is in the 
heavens and whatever is on the earth. He forgives whom He wills and punishes whom He wills. And Allah is 
Forgiving and Merciful.  (129)

&#َن ُ̀ ِ4/&َ† ,ْIَُّ[oَِV ,ْIَُC ِّH&Eَُ* أَْو ,ْIِْD&Lَqَ ٌْء أَْو *َ&&'ُ#َبsâَ 8ِ1َْÇ&&4ْا Gَ1ِ }َ4َ ~َْD&4َ
,ٌD&=ٌِر َر#ُ)&óَ UَُّL&4ُء ۚ َوا/&Sََ* Gْ1َ ُِّبH&Eَُ*ُء َو/&Sََ* Gْ َ̀ ِ4 8ُ)ِtَْ* ۚ َْرِضÇ&&4ْا sVِ /&1ََواِت َو/& َ̀ َوsVِ /&1َ UَِّL&ِ4 ا4&>َّ

Activity 1: Deriving Lessons
Higher Objectives Behind Uḥud | 121-129

i. Tawfiq & Ismah is From Allah [al-Razi]

ii. Obligation to have Tawakkul [Ibn ‘Uthaymeen]

iii. True Victory is from Allāh Alone [Ibn ‘Uthaymeen]

iv. A Bounty of Allah Obliges One to Show Taqwa to Him [Ibn ‘Uthaymeen]

v. Two Key Ingredients for Divine Help: as-Ṣabr & at-Taqwa

(١٢٨)

(١٢٩)
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Wahan: G-و

So do not weaken and do not grieve, and you will be superior if you are [true] believers. (139)  If a wound 
should touch you - there has already touched the [opposing] people a wound similar to it. And these days 
We alternate among the people so that Allah may make evident those who believe and [may] take to 
Himself from among you martyrs - and Allah does not like the wrongdoers. (140)  And that Allah may purify 
the believers and destroy the disbelievers. (141)  Or do you think that you will enter Paradise while Allah has 
not yet made evident those of you who fight in His cause and made evident those who are steadfast? (142)

_َ%ِ1ِْõ1ُ ,ُْ'&ْ%&7ُ َن إِْن#ْLَqَْéْا َوأَ]ْ&'ُُ, ا#ُ[َxKَْM +ََا و#ُ%&IَِM +ََو
َ>ْ>8ْaَ ,ْNٌُح 5ََVْ[ 1َ&~َّ ا5َ4ْْ#َم 8ْaٌَح UُLُْç&&1ِ ۚ َوLْMَِ{ اÇ&&4َْ*َّ&/ُم ]َُ[اوGَْD&َC /&Iَ4ُِ ا4&%َّ&/ِس  ْ̀ إِْن *َ

GَD& ِ̀ ِ4/&َّö&4ا ُّ:&Kُِ* /&4َ Uُ َّL&4اَء ۗ َوا]َIَâُ ,ْNُْ%&&1ِ َH&íَِّ'&َ*آ1َ&&%ُ#ا َو Gَ*Hَِّ4ا Uُ َّL&4ا ,َLَEَْD&ِ4َو
Gَ*8ِVِ/&Nَ4ْا eَKَ ْ̀ Uُ اGَ*Hَِّ4 آ1َ&&%ُ#ا َو*َ َّL&4ا èَ ِKّ َ̀ ُD&ِ4َو

 PART 2. Surah al-e-IMRAN Ayat 139 -148.

Gَ*8ِCِ/ 0A4ا ,َLَEَْ*َو ,ْNُْ%&1ِ وا]ُ-َ/fَ Gَ*Hِ040ُ اOا ِ,&LَEَْ* /َ 0pَو Yَ0%&vَ4ْا ا#LُÉُ]َْM أَْن ,ُْ'&ْB&<ِ=َ أَْم

#هُ َوأَ]ْ&&'ُْ, 8ُُö&ْ%&&َMوَن ُ̀ ْ#َت nِْB&aَ Gْ1ِ أَْن 5َLَْMْ#هُ 5ََVْ[ َرأَ*ْ&&'ُ َ̀ &%َّْ#َن ا4ْ َ̀ َM ,ُْ'&&ْ%&&7ُ ]ْ5َ4ََو
 ۚ ,ْNُCِ/&5َqَْأ ٰìLَqَ ,ُْ'&&ْB&Lَ5َْ[ا nَ'ِaُ ْن 1َ&/َت أَْوoَِVَأ ۚ nُFُُّ8&4ا UِِL&ْB&aَ Gْ1ِ ûْLَÉَ ]ْaَ ٌل#&Fَُر /& ٌ[ إ4َِّ َّ &̀Kَ1ُ /&1ََو

Gَ*8ِ7ِ/& َّS&4ا Uُ َّL&4ي اxِvَْD&Fََو ۗ /&ًi&&ْD&âَ Uَ َّL&48َّ ا&£َُ* GْLََV UِْD&َB&5ِqَ ٰìLَqَ :ِْL&5َْ%&&َ* Gْ1ََو
And you had certainly wished for martyrdom before you encountered it, and you have [now] seen it [before 
you] while you were looking on. (143) Muhammad is not but a messenger. [Other] messengers have passed on 
before him. So if he was to die or be killed, would you turn back on your heels [to unbelief]? And he who turns 
back on his heels will never harm Allah at all; but Allah will reward the grateful. (144)

(١٣٩)

(١٤٠)

(١٤١)

(١٤٢)

(١٤٣)

(١٤٤)
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And it is not [possible] for one to die except by permission of Allah at a decree determined. And whoever 
desires the reward of this world - We will give him thereof; and whoever desires the reward of the Hereafter - 
We will give him thereof. And we will reward the grateful. (145)  And how many a prophet [fought and] with 
him fought many religious scholars. But they never lost assurance due to what afflicted them in the cause of 
Allah , nor did they weaken or submit. And Allah loves the steadfast. (146)

 ْG1ََو /&Iَْ%&&1ِ UِMِõُْ[ /&َD&ْ[ Lً&/ ۗ َوGْ1َ *8ُِْد äََ#اَب ا4&[ُّ َّfõَ1ُ /&ًC/&َ'&&7ِ Uِ َّL&4ذِْن اoِCِ /& #َت إ4َِّ ُ̀ َM َو1َ&/ 7َ&/َن 4ِ&&%َ&(ٍْ~ أَْن
Gَ*8ِ7ِ/& َّS&4ي اxِvَْ%&&Fََو ۚ /&Iَْ%&&1ِ UِMِõُْ[ 8َِةÉِ§&4ْاَب ا#ََä 8ُِْد*

Uِ َوEُ•َ /&1َ&(ُ#ا  َّL&4ا nِD&BِFَ sVِ ,ْIَُC/&Rََأ /& َ̀ &/ َوَ-&&%ُ#ا 4ِ َ̀ َV 8ٌD&çِ7َ َن#&ُّD& ِّCِر UُEَ1َ nََM/&aَ ٍ ّsBَِ[ Gْ1ِ Gِّْ*َÇ&&7ََو
Gَ*8ِCِ/& َّA&4ا ُّ:&Kُِ* Uُ َّL&4ا ۗ َوا#ُ[/&Nََ'&&Fَْو1َ&/ ا

 ìLَqَ /َ[ْ8Aُْ[ا1َ&%َ/ َوا]َaَْأ ûْjB&َäأ81َِْ]َ/ َو sVِ /َ%&َV8َاFِْإ َو1َ/ 7َ/َن Iُ4َ#ْaَْ, إِ+0 أَْن aَ/4ُ#ا َر0C&%َ/ اóِْ(8ْ 4َ&%َ/ ذُ]ُ#Cَ&%َ/ َو
Gَ*8ِVِ/Nَ4ْا5َ4ْْ#مِ ا_َ%ِ<ِKُْpْا J:Kُِ* ُ0O8َِة ۗ َواÉِmْاِب ا#ََä Gَ<ْ=َُو /َDْ[J]4اَب ا#ََä ُ0Oا ,ُ-ُ/َM§َV

And their words were not but that they said, "Our Lord, forgive us our sins and the excess [committed] in our 
affairs and plant firmly our feet and give us victory over the disbelieving people." (147) So Allah gave them 
the reward of this world and the good reward of the Hereafter. And Allah loves the doers of good. (148)

Activity 2: Deriving Lessons
Consoling the Believers & an Instruction Not to Fear Death | 139-148

i. Be A Strong Tough Believer [Ibn ‘Uthaymeen]
ii. Soundness of Imaan Causes the Heart to Grow Strong [al-Shirbeenee]
iii. Our Honour is in Our Deen [Ibn ‘Uthaymeen] 
iv. The Sequence of Events: Hardship > Prosperity > Hardship [Syed Qutb] 
v. What He Decrees is Always Based on Wisdom [Ibn ‘Uthaymeen]
vi. The Honour Of Martyrdom [Ibn ‘Uthaymeen] 
vii. Don’t Wish for Hardship [Ibn ‘Ashoor]
viii. SUPER LESSON - Testing Faith is Intended by Allāh [Ibn ‘Uthaymeen]

(١٤٥)

(١٤٦)

(١٤٧)(١٤٨)
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 PART 3. Surah al-e-IMRAN Ayat 152 - 154.

 ْ,ُ'&&ْD&Aَqَ8ِ1َْ َوÇ&&4ْا sVِ ,ُْ'&&qَْز/&َ%&&َMَو ,ُْ'&&LْSَِV إِذَا ٰìَّ'&=َ ۖ Uِ[ِْذoِCِ ,ْIَُ[# ُّ<&KَُM ْهُ إِذ]َqَْو Uُ َّL&4ا ,ُNُaَ]َRَ ]ْ5َ4ََو
 ْ,NَُV8َRَ َّ,&ُä ۚ َ8َةÉِ§&4ْ8ُِ*ُ[ ا* Gْ1َ ,ْNُْ%&&1َِو /&َD&ْ[ EَْC Gْ1ِِ[ 1َ&/ أََراB&KُِM /&1َ ,ْ7ُُّ&#َن ۚ Gْ1َ ,ْNُْ%&&1ِ *8ُِ*ُ[ ا4&[ُّ

GَD&%ِ1ِõْ ُ̀ Uُ ذُو ìLَqَ nٍ£َْV ا4ْ َّL&4َوا ۗ ,ْNُْ%&&qَ /&َ)&qَ ]ْ5َ4ََو ۖ ,ْNَُD&ِL&َ'&&ْB&َD&ِ4 ,ْIُْ%&&qَ
And Allah had certainly fulfilled His promise to you when you were killing the enemy by His permission until 
[the time] when you lost courage and fell to disputing about the order [given by the Prophet] and 
disobeyed after He had shown you that which you love. Among you are some who desire this world, and 
among you are some who desire the Hereafter. Then he turned you back from them [defeated] that He 
might test you. And He has already forgiven you, and Allah is the possessor of bounty for the believers. (152)

&/ x&KَْM /&LَْD&Nَِ4 ٍ,ّtَCَِ]ُ#ا  ًّ &̀óَ ,ْNَُC/&َäَÇ&&َV ,ْ7ُ8َاÉُْأ sVِ ,ْ7ُ#qُ]َْ* ُل#&Fَُّ8&4أََ=ٍ[ َوا ٰìLَqَ وَن#ُLَْM /&4َوَن َو]ُEِAُْM ْإِذ
Lُ&#َن َ̀ EَْM /& َ̀ Cِ 8ٌD&BِÉَ Uُ َّL&4َوا ۗ ,ْNَُC/&Rَََو4َ&/ 1َ&/ أ ,ْNَُM/&َV /&1َ ٰìLَqَ

[Remember] when you [fled and] climbed [the mountain] without looking aside at anyone while the 
Messenger was calling you from behind. So Allah repaid you with distress upon distress so you would not 
grieve for that which had escaped you [of victory and spoils of war] or [for] that which had befallen you [of 
injury and death]. And Allah is [fully] Acquainted with what you do. (153)

(١٥٢)

(١٥٣)
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Then after distress, He sent down upon you security [in the form of ] drowsiness, overcoming a faction of 
you, while another faction worried about themselves, thinking of Allah other than the truth - the thought 
of ignorance, saying, "Is there anything for us [to have done] in this matter?" Say, "Indeed, the matter 
belongs completely to Allah ." They conceal within themselves what they will not reveal to you. They say, "If 
there was anything we could have done in the matter, some of us would not have been killed right here." 
Say, "Even if you had been inside your houses, those decreed to be killed would have come out to their 
death beds." [It was] so that Allah might test what is in your breasts and purify what is in your hearts. And 
Allah is Knowing of that within the breasts. (154)

 ْ,Iُ<ُُ)&ْ[َأ ,ْIُْ'& َّ äُ&,َّ أَ]ْ&xََل EَْC Gْ1ِ ,ْNُْD&Lَqَِ[ اtَ4ّْ,ِ أYًَ%&1ََ ]Nُْ%&1ِ Yًَ)&ùِ/&َï ٰìSَtَْ* /&Fً/&Eَُْ, ۖ َوaَ Yٌَ)&ùِ/&َïْ[ أََ-̀&
 ُUَّL&7ُ 8َ1َْÇ&&4ْإِنَّ ا nْaُ ۗ ٍْءsâَ Gْ1ِ 8ِ1َْÇ&&4ْا Gَ1ِ /&َ%&4َ nْ-َ 5َُ#4ُ&#َن* ۖ YَِّD&ِL&-ِ/&vَ4ْا َّG&َ† ِeّKَ4ْ8َْ اD&óَ UَِّL&4/&Cِ َن#&ُّ%&ُö&َ*

 ۗ /&َ%&-ُ/&-َ /&َ%&Lْ'ِaُ /&1َ ٌْءsâَ 8ِ1َْÇ&&4ْا Gَ1ِ /&َ%&4َ وَن 4ََ{ ۖ *5َُ#4ُ&#َن 4َْ# 7َ&/َن]ُْB&ُ* /&4َ /&1َ ,ْIِ<ُِ)&ْ[َأ sVِ َن#&ُ)&íُْ* ۗ UَِّL&ِ4
 sVِ /&1َ UَُّL&4ا َsِL&َ'&ْB&َD&ِ4َو ۖ ,ْIِEِfِ/&£َ1َ ٰì4َِإ nُْ'&5َ4ْا ,ُIِْD&Lَqَ :َ'ِ7ُ Gَ*Hَِّ48ََزَ اB&4َ ,ْNُMِ#ُD&ُC sVِ ,ُْ'&ْ%&7ُ #ْ4َ nْaُ

ُ[وِر ُّA&4َاِت اH&Cِ ,ٌD&ِL&qَ UَُّL&4َوا ۗ ,ْNُCِ#&Lُaُ sVِ /&1َ èَ ِKّ َ̀ ُD&ِ4ور7ُِْ, َو]ُRُ

Activity 3: Deriving Lessons
The Evil of Internal Conflict & Disobeying the Leader | 152-154 

i.  Allah’s Help is Conditional [Al-Razi]

ii. Encouragement to Unity [Ibn al-‘Uthaymeen] 

(١٥٤)
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 PART 4. Surah al-e-IMRAN Ayat 165 - 166, 169 - 170, 173 - 174, 179, 186 & 200 .

_َ%ِ1ِْõُpْا ,َLَEَْDِ40ِ َوOذِْن اoِBَِV ِن/Eَ ْ̀ vَ4ْا ì5ََ'&4َْم ا#َْ* ,ْNَُC/Rَََو1َ/ أ

ٍ,&Döِqَ nٍ£َْV ذُو UَُّL4َوا ۗ UَِّL4ا رِْ•َ#اَن ا#EَُB&َّMٌء َوا#Fُ ,ْIُ<ْ<َ ْ̀ َ* ,ْ4َ nٍ£َْVَو UَِّL4ا Gَ1ِ Yٍ َ̀ Eْ%ِCِ ا#ُB&Lَ5َْ[/َV

 jn7ُ ٰìLَqَ َ0Oإِن0 ا ۗ ,ْNُ<ُِ)ْ[َأ ]ِْ%&qِ Gْ1ِ #َ-ُ nْaُ ۖ َاH َٰ- ٰì0[َأ ,ُْ'&Lْaُ /IَْDLَْç&1ِ ,ُْ'&ْB&Rََأ ]ْaَ YٌَB&DAِ1ُ ,ْNُْ'&َC/Rََأ /َ 0pأََو
8ٌ*]ِaَ ٍْءsâَ

Why [is it that] when a [single] disaster struck you [on the day of Uhud], although you had struck [the 
enemy in the battle of Badr] with one twice as great, you said, "From where is this?" Say, "It is from 
yourselves." Indeed, Allah is over all things competent. (165) And what struck you on the day the two armies 
met was by permission of Allah that He might make evident the [true] believers. (166)

َوGَB&<َKَْM /4ََّ اLُ'ِaُ Gَ*Hَِّ4#ا nِDBِFَ sVِ اUَِّL4 أ1ََْ#اnَْC ۚ /ًM أَْ=Dَ/ٌء qِ&%َْ[ َرIِِّCْ, *8ُْزaَُ#َن
/ آMَ/ُ-ُ, اUِِL&£َْV Gْ1ِ UَُّL4 َو*َْ>&'َ&8ُSِْBوَن 5KَْLَ* ,َْ4 Gَ*Hَِّ4/Cُِ#ا Iِ)ِْLÉَ Gْ1ِ ,ْIِCِْ, أÉَ /َّ4َ#ٌْف IِْDَLqَْ, وxKَْ* ,ْ-ُ /َ4ََ]ُ#َن َ̀ Cِ GَD=ِِ8َV

And never think of those who have been killed in the cause of Allah as dead. Rather, they are alive with their 
Lord, receiving provision, (169)  Rejoicing in what Allah has bestowed upon them of His bounty, and they 
receive good tidings about those [to be martyred] after them who have not yet joined them - that there will 
be no fear concerning them, nor will they grieve. (170)

nُD7َِ#4ْا ,َEْ[َِو UَُّL4ا /َ%&ُB&<ْ=َ 4ُ#ا/aََو /ً[/ َ̀ Eُ#ا xَV ,ْ-ُ#ْSَÉْ/َV ,ْNُ4ََاَدُ-ْ, إِ* َ̀ fَ ]ْaَ ا4%َّ/ُس إِنَّ ا4%َّ/َس ,ُIُ4َ َل/aَ Gَ*Hَِّ4ا

Those to whom hypocrites said, "Indeed, the people have gathered against you, so fear them." But it [merely] 
increased them in faith, and they said, " Sufficient for us is Allah , and [He is] the best Disposer of 
affairs." (173)  So they returned with favor from Allah and bounty, no harm having touched them. And they 
pursued the pleasure of Allah , and Allah is the possessor of great bounty. (174)

(١٦٥)(١٦٦)

(١٦٩)

(١٧٠)

(١٧٤) (١٧٣)
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 ìLَqَ ,ْNُEَِL&ْPُDِ4 ُ0Oَو1َ/ 7َ/َن ا ۗ :ِjD0P4ا Gَ1ِ ¶َDBِíَ4ْا َxD ِ̀ َ* ٰì0'&=َ UِْDLَqَ ,ُْ'&ْ[َ1َ/ أ ٰìLَqَ _َ%ِ1ِْõُpََْر اHَDِ4 ُ0O1َ/ 7َ/َن ا
,ٌDöِqَ 8ٌfَْأ ,ْNُLََV 5ُ0#ا'&َM1ِْ&%ُ#ا َوõُM إِْن اDtَ4ِْْ: َو0GNَِٰ4 اGْ1ِ sBَِ'&vَْ* َ0O رSََ* Gْ1َ UِِL&Fُُ/ُء ۖ Vَ§1ِ&%ُ#ا 0O/Cِِ َورUِِL&Fُُ ۚ َو

Allah would not leave the believers in that [state] you are in [presently] until He separates the evil from the good. 
Nor would Allah reveal to you the unseen. But [instead], Allah chooses of His messengers whom He wills, so 
believe in Allah and His messengers. And if you believe and fear Him, then for you is a great reward. (179)

Activity 4: Deriving Lessons
 How Allāh Sets Apart the Pure from the Filthy, the Truth from Falsehood | 169-175 & 179

i. Paradise is a Gift from Allah not an Exchange for Deeds [al-Biqaa’ee]

ii. Life in al-Barzakh & the Meeting of Souls [al-Sa’di]

iii. First Response of a Believer to Hardships & Trouble [Abu Ḥayyaan]

iv. Allah Rewards a Person Even if they Never Complete the Deed [Ibn al-‘Uthaymeen]
v. Fearing Shaytan is to give him Wilaayah Over Yourself [al-Razi]

vi. The Supreme Mercy & Justice of Allāh [Ibn al-‘Uthaymeen]

(١٧٩)

Gَ1ِ 0GEُ اGَ*Hِ04 أُوMُ#ا اNِ4ْ&'َ/َب NُِL&ْB&aَ Gْ1ِْ, َوGَ1ِ اGَ*Hِ04 أ7َُ8âَْ#ا أَذًى 8Dçِ7ًَا ۚ  َ̀ LَْB&ُ'&4َُ#نsVِ 0 أ1ََْ#اNُِ4ْ, َوأَ]ْ(ُِ>Nُْ, َو4َ&'َْ>
إِْن 8ُBِAَْMوا َوMَ&'5ُ0#ا oَِVن0 ذxqَ Gْ1ِ }َِ4َْٰمِ ا1ُُéْ#ِر َو

You will surely be tested in your possessions and in yourselves. And you will surely hear from those who were 
given the Scripture before you and from those who associate others with Allah much abuse. But if you are 
patient and fear Allah - indeed, that is of the matters [worthy] of determination. (186)

*َ/ أَ*IَJ/ اGَ*Hِ04 آ1َ&%ُ#ا ا8ُBِRْوا َو8ُCِ/Rَوا َورَاPCُِ#ا َوا5ُ0M#ا اKُِL&ْ)ُM ,ْNُ0LEَ4َ َ0O#َن
O you who have believed, persevere and endure and remain stationed and fear Allah so you may be successful. 

(200)

(١٨٦)

(٢٠٠)

Extended Learning
Study the tafseer for the following ayaat and write down your notes and reflections.


